
Experiments: create a 100-node pseudo-honeypot network and run 
300 hours. We manually label 1,290 spams and 5,517 non-spams.


Then, we create a 100-node pseudo-honeypot networks and run a 
total of 100 hours.


• Elastic-honeypot is constructed on the top of normal users.


• Taking advantages of users diversity and screening attributes that 
attract spammers’ tastes.


• collecting tweets that are far more likely of including spammers’ 
activities.


• Easily to be scaled up to an arbitrarily sized network.


• Can quickly migrate to new users or new attributes to adapt the 
change of spammers’ taste.
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Motivation

Problem: Malicious contents have been adversely impacting users 
in social networks. It is critical of importance to develop effective 
mechanisms to capture and detect them.


State-of-the-art:  


• Detecting spammers from blindly collected contents or accounts: 
low efficiency and only detect a small portion of spammers.


• Creating honeypot accounts as lures to attract spammers: has 
drawbacks in deployment flexibility, attribute variability, and 
network scalability, as it involves considerable human efforts. 


Goal: We propose a novel malicious contents gathering system, 
collecting contents that are far more likely of including spammers’ 
activities so as to detect and remove them.

• Elastic-honeypot’s activities have to be utterly transparent to 
users, for obeying Social networks’ security and privacy policy


• How to determine the top ones meeting spammers’ taste, from 
the wide variety of attributes and billions of users


• How to shift across accounts to maintain high efficiency


• How to handle spammer taste drift issues


• How to develop efficient classification solutions and handle 
feature drift

• Large amounts of users are suffering spammy behaviors.


• The diversity of user attributes meeting spammer’s taste.


• Many users have the intrinsic property as honeypot in spammer 
attraction.


• Relieve manual construction overhead of honeypots.
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF PSEUDO-HONEYPOT SYSTEM WITH HONEYPOT-BASED SOLUTIONS

Time Spams Spammers Efficiency
2010 – 0.0067
2011 – 0.12
2014 17, 000 0.0034
2014 0.087
2018

deploy honeypot system with such network size and associated
attributes, we select to compare the results from the prominent
research (i.e., Stringhini et al. [27], Lee et al. [17], Yang et
al. [37]). Table VII lists the experimental time, the running
time, the number of deployed nodes, garnered spams, garnered
spammers, and PGE under our pseudo-honeypot and existing
honeypot systems. By comparing PGEs, we can see our
method can garner spammers at least 19 times faster than the
state-of-art honeypot based solutions.

VI. RELATED WORK

Spammer Detection in Online Social Networks. Extensive
research effort has aimed to identify the spam messages, fake
accounts, or compromised accounts. The task of earlier spam
message detection [1], [18], [12], [21] focus on the analysis of
the large set of blindly collected contents (e.g., tweets). Those
contents are characterized by features or user behavioral pat-
terns extracted for detecting the potential anomalous network
activities. The machine learning techniques are commonly
leveraged to classify the spam messages. Notably, effort has
been put forth in creating (1) large-scale annotated datasets
[24] for hashtag spam research and (2) large ground truth
datasets [7] via machine learning technique in Twitter spam
detection.

In regard to fake account identification, the social graph-
based approaches are popularly employed to analyze the
social relationship among collected accounts. The malicious
accounts can be identified by analyzing the graph partition
similarity [34] or user ranking [4], [15], [3]. Specifically,
COMPA [10] was proposed to group users and statistically
model the similar sudden changes. SynchroTrap was proposed
in [5] to classify accounts according to the similarity of user
actions in a way that it clustered accounts based on their
activities, with those acting similarly at around the same time
for a sustained period, as malicious ones. In addition, Yang et
al. [36] empirically analyzed the cybercriminal ecosystem in
Twitter. They conducted the in-depth investigation of inner and
outer social relationships and leveraged the criminal account
inference algorithm to infer more criminal accounts.

While our work deals with spam message detection (by
identifying the online social network spammers), it differs
from earlier studies [1], [7], [24], [18], [12], [21], considering
an effective mechanism for collecting network contents that
are likely to include spam activities, instead of filtering a large
amount of network contents to single out potential spam ones.
As a result, the proposed work significantly reduces the data

processing workload while substantially lifting the probability
of spammer capturing.
Honeypot-based Spam Detection. The honeypot is a passive
solution that has been applied widely for attracting and trap-
ping spammers in online social networks. With manually set
up, a honeypot is equipped with some specific features that
meet spammers’ tastes and disguises itself as an ordinary user
account. Pertinent approaches [27], [16], [22], [17] address
how to deploy the honeypot with some collected features
to attract spammers. After capturing target messages, they
generate the ground truth data and then design machine
learning classifiers to identify the spams/spammers. In [37],
Yang et al. outlined the reverse engineering strategies to guide
honeypot construction. First, honeypots with diverse and fine-
grained social behavioral patterns are built. The set of features
or behaviors that have high probabilities to garner spammers
is then determined through in-depth analyses. Finally, more
honeypots with the determined features or behaviors that
highly meet the spammer’s taste are constructed. Generally,
the honeypot-based solutions have the drawbacks of a high
deployment cost and limited scalability, since it is time-
consuming to set up honeypot accounts manually. Moreover,
honeypots are subject to high chances of being recognized
by spammers. In sharp contrast to the traditional honeypot
solutions [27], [16], [22], [17], our pseudo-honeypot utilizes
real user accounts as the carriers, able to take advantage of fea-
ture and user diversity. Therefore, it substantially elevates its
feature availability, deployment flexibility, network scalability,
and system portability.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed pseudo-honeypot as a
novel method for spammer detection in online social networks.
By taking advantage of user diversity and harnessing the
normal accounts, the proposed pseudo-honeypot system can
substantially improve the deployment flexibility and enrich
the attributes availability while largely avoiding being rec-
ognized by spammers. We have addressed the challenges
associated with the pseudo-honeypot (i.e., transparent to the
normal account, pseudo-honeypot selection, and portability),
proposing its system design and implementing it in Twitter
social network. We outline practical dataset labeling with an
aid of the machine-learning technique to arrive at the ground
truth of monitored data (as spams and spammers) in order to
realize pseudo-honeypot performance evaluation. The results
of experimental evaluation demonstrate the proposed pseudo-
honeypot system to substantially outperform both the non
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Background Technical Challenges

Technical Approaches

• Social network APIs: Twitter Streaming API, Reddit API, 
Facebook/Instagram Search API, etc


• Selecting attributes from a large pool and refining to get effective 
ones, graph clustering methods to identify victims


• Analyzing and predicting users’ activity patterns to determine the 
shift behaviors of Elastic-honeypot


• Developing graph-based and outlier-based classification solutions


• A fully-fledge system including real-time data gathering and real-
time detector

Scientific and Border Impacts
• Developing a novel, lightweight, and real-time system for 

effectively gathering and classifying manic-likely contents


• Gathering a large-sized dataset for use in AI and cybersecurity 
areas


• Novel solutions advancing the field and boosting the system 
robustness


• Real-world implementations and deployments yield valuable 
experience and software toolkits


• Research opportunities for graduate and undergraduate students


• Summer tutorials for educating and engaging undergraduate 
students with entry-level knowledge


